
  

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTS 

 

AREA 3 PLANNING COMMITTEE DATED 4 June 2020  

 

 

Snodland TM/19/00786/FL 

Snodland East And Ham Hill   

 

Partial demolition of existing vacant building, change of use of remaining 
floorspace and erection of new single storey extension for mixed restaurant and 
hot food takeaway (mixed A3/A5) use, incorporating a 'drive-thru' lane, creation of 
new vehicular access and egress point from Hollow Lane, provision of car and 
cycle parking, plant and extraction system, landscaping at The Oast House Hollow 
Lane Snodland Kent ME6 5LB   

 

Private reps: Two additional letters in support; two raising objection. No issues have been 

raised beyond those already set out in the main report 

DPHEH: 

There has been a drafting error in the main report.  For clarity, the predicted level of traffic 

associated with the proposed use would generate a greater amount of traffic than that 

associated with the extant use of the site 

For the avoidance of any doubt, the following paragraphs of the main report have therefore 

been amended as follows: 

3.6 The TN also provides information on the level of vehicle movements associated with 

the extant use of the site taken from the TRICS database. Whilst it is appreciated that 

the site is currently vacant the extant use of the site is B1, permission having been 

granted in 1987 for an industrial use with ancillary office and showroom.  The 

theoretical vehicle movements are shown in Table 6.1 of the TN.   In theory these 

vehicle movements can be deducted from the predicted vehicle movements to find 

out the residual impact. An assessment of the residual impact would result in 

improved capacity results to that reported, however the difference would be minor 

3.8 The highway authority, as the relevant technical consultee, is satisfied that the 

methodology used to predict the levels of associated traffic movement is sound.  It is 

noted that the Hounslow KFC, owing to its size and location, is likely to busier than 

the proposed use and this adds further robustness to the predicted trip generation 

rates.  The highway authority concurs with the conclusion that the impact of the 

associated increase in traffic movements will have a minor impact only on the wider 

highway network.  The predicted impact is minor – the predicted impact does not 

result in significant harm to highway safety and the cumulative impacts of the 

development are not severe.    
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3.23 The local highway authority concurs with the methodologies used in the original TA 

and subsequent TNs, and despite noticing some discrepancies the findings of these 

reports are considered to be sound.  The TA, subsequent TNs and the analysis 

undertaken by the HA has demonstrated that the vehicle movements associated with 

the proposed development will have a minor impact only on the highway network. 

RECOMMENDATION REMAINS UNCHANGED  

________________________________________________________________________ 
 

East Malling & Larkfield TM/18/01106/FL 

East Malling   

 

Proposed new entrance to Belvidere Oast No.165 Wateringbury Road  East Malling 
West Malling Kent ME19 6JE  

 

No supplementary matters to report  

 

________________________________________________________________________ 
 


